Edge computing, as an emerging paradigm empower the network edge devices with intelligence, has become a prominent and promising future for Internet of things. Meanwhile, machine learning method, especially deep learning method has experience tremendous success recently in many application scenario. Recently, deep learning method applied in IoT scenario is also explored in many literatures. However, how to combine edge computing and deep learning method to advance the data analytics in smart grids has not been fully studied. To this end, in this paper, we propose ECNN (Edge-deployed Convolution Neural Network) in edge computing assisted smart grids to greatly enhance the ability in data aggregation and analytics. We also discuss how to train such network in edge computing distributively. Experiments shows the advantage of our paradigm.
Introduction
Although the prevalent of Internet of Things (IoT) is inevitable, it is also envisioned that IoT will be limited by the network bandwidth, and the IoT will become both provider and consumer of the data, which analyze, process, and store the data at the edge of Internet [1] . Thus, the conventional centralized cloud computing model has reveal its inherent problems. For example, the conventional paradigm could not process the multi-sources massive data at the edge of network in realtime; Both the delay and bandwidth has also come to a bottleneck to satisfy the requirements. Due to above reasons, the traditional cloud computing cannot efficiently support the IoT-based application services and thus, trigger to born of the new computing paradigm edge computing by moving the computation to the data producer side. Meanwhile, as the largest IoT system in real implementation, smart grids also come to the cross that how to improve the sensing ability with the power of artificial intelligence. Among also so called smart functions of smart grids, the data aggregation and analytics is of the most important and fundamental ones. However, the dumb end system has greatly limit the smart grids growing to real "Smart", as the AI algorithms require rather higher computation and sensing capacity of the end devices [2] [3] [4] . As such, we argue that, the edge computing paradigm could greatly solve such dilemma by deploying edge computing device close to the smart grids end system and also enable the high sensing and data aggregation functions. In fact, as shown in Fig. 1 , edge computing paradigm is a very promising scheme to realized the so called Active Distribution Network of the smart grids, which proactively distributed and balance the power and actively collect the power from different kinds of power station, including not only the traditional ones but also the new power like wind, solar power and etc.
To realize such vision, in this paper, we design a new edge computing based distributed data analytics framework in Smart Grids. As is known to all that, the smart grids is a large scale distributed system with computing and data transmission ability. The framework of a large-scale distributed computing hierarchy provide new significance in the emerging era of IoT. We expected that most of data generated by the IoT devices must be processed locally at the devices or at the edge. Otherwise the amount of smart grid data would overwhelm the network bandwidth and lead to unacceptable processing delay. In comparison, the distributed computing paradigm offers opportunities for system scalability, data security and privacy, as well as less processing delay [5] [6] [7] .
On the other hand, deep learning and CNN has illustrate its potential and tremendous advantage in machine learning tasks, especially like image process and etc. Recently, it also shows the effectiveness in sensor analytics. Thus, we are motivated to combine the deep learning and the edge computing to enhance the ability of smart grids. In this paper, we show that Edge-deployed Convolutional Neural Networks (ECNN) can systematically exploit the inherent advantages of a distributed computing hierarchy for CNN applications and achieve similar benefits.
In this paper, we mainly make following contributions:
-We design and propose a new edge computing based framework for smart grids. -We have utilized the edge-deployed CNN (ECNN) as the core computing technique for our framework. -We have analysis the advantage of our framework both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Related Work

Deep Learning
Deep learning [8] is firstly proposed as an extension of neural network [9] and with the flourish of the computing paradigm and resources, thus make the traditionally unrealized deep models feasible. Recent research has been paid on how to explore different structure to make such realization more accurate [10, 11] . Recent proposed BNN has been shown to achieve good accuracy in MNIST and CIFAR-10 [12] by using less memory and small computation resources inference [13] . These models are especially promising in end devices. The researchers also use deep learning approaches to perform reinforce learning. In ECNN, we inspired by the federate learning [14] techniques and applied them in both the end devices, edge cloud and the central cloud, so that the inference and the training of the model could be performed.
Distributed Deep Learning
Current research on distributing deep learning is focused on the structure and the training efficiency. DistBelief [15] distribute large NNs over thousands of CPU cores during the training in 2012. Recently, several methods have been proposed to scale up deep NNs training over GPUs [16, 17] . In 2017, Surat et al. [18] proposed an distributed deep neural networks structure to fit to embedded devices. It proposes the training and inference deployed over a distributed computing hierarchy, rather than processed in parallel over CPUs or GPUs in the cloud. Most recent proposed concept in follows the federated learning paradigm, which was proposed by Google [14] . Federated Learning is aiming at train a high-quality centralized model while training data remains distributed over the edge, which have unreliable and relatively slow network connections.
Edge-Deployed Convolutional Neural Networks
In this section we give an overview of the proposed edge-deployed deep neural network (ECNN) architecture and describe how is the training and inference in ECNN performed.
ECNN Architecture
Basically, the ECNN is a distributed CNN, where the first several layer of the CNN, which composed with a series of convolution layers with filters (kernels), Pooling, fully connected layers (FC) and apply Softmax function to classify an object. The edge cloud, and edge devices both own several layers of convolution layers and pooling layers. Meanwhile the local device could make the classification with the FC layers. Meanwhile, the cloud and edge also own their FC layers and the pooling layers. ECNN construct a CNN onto distributed smart-grid devices, edge-cloud, and the centralized cloud. Since ECNN relies on a combined CNN framework at all tiers in the neural network, the training and inference are greatly eased. Figure 2 is an overview of the ECNN architecture, which can be viewed as the standard CNN running in the edge and the cloud. In this case, sensor input captured on end devices will be sent to the cloud in form the features, the gradients or the original data.
This structure and the model could be performed in a single end device, by using first several layers of the CNN inference on the device. Then, using an exit condition, the local data could be used to perform local inference while the more data-intensive inference in a broad area will require the edge cloud or the central could to perform. In this case, the intermediate CNN output, e.g. the features or even the gradients, is sent to the cloud, where further inference is performed using additional layers and a final classification. Note that the features can are much smaller than the sensor input, and therefore drastically reduce the network communication cost.
Data Aggregation in ECNN
The data aggregation is the essential feature of ECNN, which render our framework fitting into the distributed smart grids. This feature could be used to perform cross area data inference and decision making. Basically, in this subsection, we mainly answer following question, how could we efficiently use the ECNN to aggregate the output from the each end device with balanced computation and communication cost to perform classification? We mainly answer this question by proposing several different schemes for aggregation. We basically utilize different pooling skill in the method to aggregate different features, which are as follows:
-Max Pooling. This method mainly ensemble the input by taking the max of each row. Formally, max pooling can be expressed aŝ
where n is the number of inputs and e ij is the element in i-th column and j-th row of the input matrix andê max is the result of the max element. -Average pooling (AP). AP aggregates the input vectors by taking the average of each component. This is written aŝ
where n is the number of inputs and e ij is the element in i-th column and j-th row of the input matrix andê max is the result of the max element. Averaging may reduce noisy input presented in some end devices.
ECNN Training
Although our structure pose a well constructed structure for edge-assisted deep learning, how to train them with the distributed big data is still unsolved. Thus, in this section, we propose a primary method to solve this problem. Basically, the ECNN system can be trained centralized in a powerful the cloud. But one question is that how to determine the multiple exit points as shown in Fig. 2 . At training stage, the loss function and the gradients of each exit is combined so that the entire NN could be jointly trained, and each exit determine the accuracy relative to its depth. In this work, we inspired by the work in [19, 20] and proposed a federated learning [14] alike method. We now describe formally how we train ECNNs.
Let y be a label vector, x be a sample and C be the set of all possible labels. In every exit point, we design a specific softmax objective function which can be written as
Here, f exitn is a function representing the computation of the neural network layers from an entry point to the n-th exit branch and θ represents the network parameters such as weights and biases of those layers.
Then the training could be performed wit the optimization problem as minimizing a weighted sum of the loss functions of each exit:
where N is the total number of exit points and β n is the associated weight of each exit. Usually, we define the weight of higher layer will be larger.
Note that each edge devices could jointly train the network with gradients exchange in the backward stage. The communication cost relies on the network size.
Inference of ECNN
Inference in ECNN is performed in several stages with exit thresholds T i (where the T i at each exit point i) which is a quantitative measure of how well is the prediction. Our basic idea is to construct the T i by using a threshold as the confidence measure that determines whether to classify a sample at a exit point. This is enabled by searching the possible labeled set and while the max prediction value of the softmax is smaller the confidence level is also lower. The formal defined is as
where C is the set of all possible labels and c i is the elements. Note that the softmax out put is the probability between 0 and 1. Thus, the η has values between 0 and 1, when η close to 1 means that the ECNN is confident about the prediction; Meanwhile, η close to 0 implies not suitable. At each exit point, η is compared against T i in order to determine if the sample should exit at that point.
At a given exit point, if the predictor is not confident in the result (i.e., η > T ), the inference task will be transferred to the higher layer along with the features extracted in the edge until the cloud layer.
Analysis
In this section, we evaluate our method both theoretically and experimentally. In the theoretical part, we mainly analyze the most important part of the communication cost of ECNN inference. While the experiment part evaluate our method in terms of the prediction performance.
Communication Cost of ECNN
The total communication cost for an end device with the edge cloud and central cloud is formalized as follows
where s is the portion of samples exited locally, L is number of possible labels, f is the number of pooling and FC filters, and t is the output size of a single filter for the final NN layer on the end-device. The constant z corresponds to the size of the data represent the feature extracted. The first term implies the probability that the sample to be transmitted from the end device to the edge cloud belongs. The second term is the communication cost between edge cloud and the central cloud.
Numerical Results
We evaluate the combined ECNN with recognition accuracy and the training cost in trained environment with the samples we have collected. The data set using to running our framework is the CSI data collected using to identify the behavior and activity consist with 3 data sets, named fixed, semi, open. Such network are using to recognize 8 kinds of activities. We just simplify such task into 8 kind classification task (Fig. 3 ).
Accuracy Performance
We take the 80% of samples in each class as the training set, the rest as the test set. For the training set, we use 10-fold cross validation. From Fig. 4 , we get that the average accuracy of activity model is 89.14%.
Training Cost
As is illustrated in Fig. 4 , our model converge in different data set no greater than 10000 round of iteration. In data set fixed our model perform the best with only 3000 iteration to converge and the Loss is smaller than 0.6. 
Size of Data
According to the result illustrated in the Fig. 4 in different data set, we use different data size to train the model then use 10 folds to examine the accuracy. We find that, with only 1000 samples our model could achieve almost 90% accuracy. Plus, with no surprise, less data size lead to low prediction accuracy ( Fig. 5 ).
Conclusions
In this paper we design and propose ECNN (edge-deployed Convolution Neural Network) in edge computing assisted smart grids to greatly enhance the ability in data aggregation and analytics. We also discuss how to train such network in edge computing distributively. Our method owning the advantage in communication cost and the prediction accuracy which fully utilized the distribution nature of the smart grid and the data compression and feature extraction ability of the CNN. We expect that our framework could greatly enhance the "smart" feature of the smart grids by providing low cost and high accuracy data analytics ability.
